"Network leaning" as a mechanism of insurmountable antagonism of the angiotensin II type 1 receptor by non-peptide antagonists.
A mechanistic understanding of the insurmountable antagonism of the angiotensin II type 1 (AT(1)) receptor could be fundamental in the quest for discovery and improvement of drugs. Candesartan and EXP3174 are competitive, reversible insurmountable antagonists of the AT(1) receptor. They contain di-acidic substitutions, whereas the surmountable antagonist, losartan, contains only one acidic group. We tested the hypothesis that these two classes of ligands interact with the AT(1) receptor through similar but not identical bonds and that the differences in the acid-base group contacts are critical for insurmountable antagonism. By pharmacological characterization of site-directed AT(1) receptor mutants expressed in COS1 cells we show that specific interactions with Gln(257) in transmembrane 6 distinguishes insurmountable antagonists and that abolishing these interactions transforms insurmountable to surmountable antagonism. In the Q257A mutant, the dissociation rate of [(3)H]candesartan is 2.8-fold more than the rate observed with wild type, and the association rate was reduced 4-fold lower than the wild type. The pattern of antagonism of angiotensin II concentration-response in the Q257A mutant pretreated with EXP3174 and candesartan is surmountable. We propose that leaning ability of insurmountable antagonists on Gln(257) in the wild-type receptor is the basis of an antagonist-mediated conformational transition, which is responsible for both slow dissociation and inhibition of maximal IP response.